










_________________________________________________________________________________LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Nora Kobrenik 
photographed  by 
Paolo Impellizzeri,
Make Up by Jenessa 
Michele  
| “Opera N. 2”|
MMay 2019

The earliest life forms appeared in water; plants 
such as kelp and algae grow in the water and are 
the basis for some underwater ecosystems. 
Plankton is generally the foundation of the ocean 
food chain. Civilization has historically flourished 
around rivers and major waterways. Water is 
everything and anything. That is the shape of 
watewater. 
This book is a study of water. Having been born 
and raised on the Black Sea water has always been 
incredibly important to me. I have seen the power 
of water first hand – I have seen water give life and 
I have seen water take that life away. Water is both 
majestic and terrifying. Take a dive with us into 
the deep.
WWelcome to the issue.

Water is present almost everywhere. If you observe 
earth’s map keenly, you will find that most of the 
surface is blue, indicating the presence of water. Close 
to 71% of the earth’s surface is covered with water. 
Water is present in oceans, seas, lakes, rivers, ice caps, as 
groundwater. At any moment the atmosphere contains 
37.5 million billion gallons of water in the invisible 
vapor phasvapor phase. From a biological standpoint, water has 
many distinct properties that are critical for the prolifer-
ation of life. It carries out this role by allowing organic 
compounds to react in ways that ultimately allow repli-
cation. All known forms of life depend on water. Water 
is vital both as a solvent in which many of the body's 
solutes dissolve and as an essential part of many meta
bolic processes within the body. On average the human 
body is made out of 65% water.







































































































































































































 | Model: Rachel Simpson | Client: Michael Oro Jewelry |  









































































 | Make up by Ekaterina Poluektova  | Models - Svetlana Tutukova, Alena Puzhikhina, 
Ekaterina Poluektova | Assistants - Anton Sarapkin and Ekaterina Orlova |



























 | Wardrobe and Style by Róbert Vrzala |  Model: Exit Model Management |   



































 | Make Up by Karina Seraya | Styled Denis Kartavenko and Karina Seraya |
| Model - Anna Kirichenko  | 
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